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In a global gravity reference system the repeated comparison of the contributing absolute gravimeters (AG) is
essential. Due to the increasing number of available AG and the closure of the BIPM to international AG comparisons, regional comparison sites for AG gain in importance. The Geodetic Observatory Wettzell is the German
fundamental station with the capacity to contribute all available geodetic space techniques to the definition of the
global reference in support of scientific services and investigations in geodesy, astronomy and geophysics. AG
measurements at this observatory go back to 1989, and during the period 1998 to 2000 the station acted as one of
the two reference sites in the UNIGRACE project. In 2010, a new gravimetric laboratory building was completed in
Wettzell. It contains two piers in separate rooms for superconducting gravimeters (SG) and four piers for AG, both
under stable temperature conditions and with easy outside access. The Superconducting Gravimeter SG-030 in its
updated design has been recording in this new building since June 2010. The first Regional International Comparison of Absolute Gravimeters in Wettzell (RICAG_WE) took place from November 15-20, 2010. Five AG of
FG5-types participated and measured at three different piers at least with repeated setups in opposing instrumental
orientations. This measurement scheme makes possible referencing of the single gravimeter results of the different
setup sites to the continuous gravity signal of the SG and by this to distinguish between time dependent gravity
variations and instrumental offsets. As a major result, instrumental offsets of less than 30 nm/s2 to the mean of all
the AG measurements of RICAG_WE 2010 were measured. The results of this comparison are presented and the
value of the new station as a regional comparison site for AG will be demonstrated.

